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BIO 

Kevin Mahoney is a powerful singer and songwriter gifted with the rare ability to speak to the 

soul with his expressive and poignant lyrics. With a career spanning 20 years, the versatility of 
his music touches genres of folk, rock, soul, folk funk and somehow all these still cannot define 
the  spirit of his music.   

Festivals, Radio, TV & proud of the partnerships made with endorsements from pedal & pick 
companies helping to round out his talents while enhancing his welcoming & supportive nature 

to all he comes in contact with. He has created his own style and reputation as a mesmerizing 
live performer and stands in his own light. A unique talent driven by passion, social awareness 
and love for his trade, his music manages to empower and speak for the many. He’s a jaw 

dropping guitar player who has developed a unique percussive style, teamed up with a 
powerful show stopping voice.  Concerned with making music that is relevant and vital to his 
audience, he engages with challenging narratives tackling the complexity of the human 

condition underpinned with a promise of hope. 

There is a versatility to Kevin’s music that is hard to categorize. Many have tried, resulting in 

labels such as Folk, Rock, Soul, Folk Funk and Americana; all of which somehow miss the 
mark. But sometimes music doesn’t need a defining genre and with the ability to articulate a 
sense of the bigger picture, Kevin’s music and social commentary manage to empower and 

speak for many. His songs are pictures, and stories, and feelings all put to music and delivered 
by a master craftsman. He is a tireless performer & supporter of things good due to his belief in 
we make a small difference out of great love and commitment by challenging injustice wherever 

it’s found, educating via advocacy, campaigning for human rights, and raising issues that have 
been forgotten or ignored via fundraising initiatives, thus bringing about greater awareness for 
beautiful people in powerless situations Kevin Mahoney.  

A unique talent driven by passion and love for his trade, continues to write, sing and play from 
the heart. It’s a road he’s been travelling for most of his life.   
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Kevin Mahoney often tells his audience, ‘you keep turning up and so will I.’ 
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https://www.kevinmahoneymusic.com/
https://www.facebook.com/kevinmahoneyrocks/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LW3vS3OJ0uc
https://www.reverbnation.com/kevinmahoney
https://twitter.com/mahoneykevinp

